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Abstract

Seagoing vessels have to undergo regular visual inspections in order to detect the typical defective situations affecting metallic structures, such as cracks and corrosion. These inspections are currently performed by ship surveyors manually at a great cost. To make ship inspections safer and more cost-efficient, this paper presents a Micro-Aerial Vehicle (MAV) intended for visual inspection and based on supervised autonomy. On the one hand, the vehicle is equipped with a vision system that effectively teleports the surveyor from the base station to the areas of the hull that need inspection. On the other hand, the MAV is the result of a complete redesign of a visual inspection-oriented aerial platform that we proposed some years ago, with the aim of introducing the surveyor in the control loop and, in this way, enlarge the range of inspection operations that can robustly be carried out. Another goal is to make the platform as usable as possible for a non-expert. All this has been accomplished by means of the definition of different autonomous functions, including obstacle detection and collision prevention, and extensive use of behavior-based high-level control. The results of some experiments conducted to assess both the performance and usability of the platform are discussed at the end of the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

The movement of goods by vessels is today one of the most time and cost effective ways of transportation. The safety of these ships is supervised by the so-called Classification Societies, which are continually seeking to improve standards and reduce the risk of maritime accidents. Structural failures are the major cause of such accidents, whose catastrophic consequences are unfortunately well-known. For these reasons, vessels are periodically inspected to ensure that the hull surfaces and structures are all in good condition.

To perform a complete hull inspection, the vessel has to be emptied and situated in a dockyard, where typically temporary staging, lifts, movable platforms, etc. need to be installed to allow the workers for close-up inspection of the different metallic surfaces and structures (and for their repair if needed). Due to these complications, the total cost of a single surveying can exceed $1M once you factor in the vessels preparation, use of yards facilities, cleaning, ventilation, and provision of access arrangements. In addition, the owners experience significant lost opportunity costs while the ship is inoperable. For all these reasons, the introduction of any degree of automation into the surveying process by means of inspection-oriented robotic platforms is thus fully justified.

One of the main goals of the already concluded EU FP7 project MINOAS was to develop a fleet of robotic platforms with different locomotion capabilities with the aim of teleporting the human surveyor to the different vessel structures to be inspected. Given the enormity of these structures and the requirement for vertical motion as part of the inspection process, a multirotor platform was selected as one of the members of the fleet due to their small size, agility and fast deployment time. These platforms, also known as Micro-Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) by some authors, have become increasingly popular in recent years. Of particular relevance for this research are the several MAV navigation solutions that can be found in the related literature, comprising platform stabilization, self-localization, mapping, and obstacle avoidance. They differ mainly in the sensors used to solve these tasks, the amount of processing that is performed onboard/offboard, and the assumptions made about the environment. The laser scanner has been used extensively due to its accuracy and speed. For instance, [1], [2] proposed full navigation systems using laser scan matching and IMU fusion for motion estimation embedded within SLAM frameworks that enable such MAVs to operate indoors. In [1], [3], a multilevel approach is described for 3D-mapping tasks. Infrared or ultrasound sensors are other possibilities for implementing navigation solutions. Although they typically have less accuracy and require higher noise tolerance, several researchers (see [4]–[6]) have used them to perform navigation tasks in indoor environments, since they are a cheaper option than laser scanners. To finish, vision-based navigation has become quite popular for MAVs lately, mostly because of the richness of the sensor data supplied and the low price of the cameras. Nevertheless, the associated higher computational cost has led researchers to find optimized solutions that can run over low-power processors. Among them, some researchers propose visual SLAM solutions based on feature tracking, either adopting a frontal mono or stereo camera configuration (e.g. [7]) or choosing a ground-looking orientation (e.g. [8]). Others focus on efficient implementations of optical-flow calculations, either dense or sparse, and mostly from ground-looking cameras (e.g. [9]) or develop methods for landing, tracking, and taking off using passive (e.g. [10]), or active markers (e.g. [11]), also using a ground-looking camera.
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As a first attempt of aerial vehicle for visual inspection of vessels, the MINOAS aerial platform consisted in an autonomous MAV, similar to the ones surveyed above, and fitted with a flexible set of cameras to provide a first overview of the vessel structures inside cargo holds [12]. The platform was devised for indoor/semi-indoor flights (i.e. GPS-denied scenarios), and featured way-point navigation and obstacle avoidance. These tasks were implemented by means of a 30 m-range laser scanner that was used to feed a laser-scan-based odometer and a SLAM algorithm. The mission was specified as a list of way-points to reach and the actions to perform once reached, e.g. take a picture. This aerial vehicle, and the rest of robotic platforms, were successfully delivered at the end of the project, satisfying the initial set of requirements [13].

Nonetheless, a complete redesign of, particularly, the aerial platform was decided after some constructive advices received during field testing, in order to make the aerial robot more suitable for the vessel inspection problem and the involved users. Ship surveyors essentially referred to the usability and flexibility of the platform: instead of way-point navigation, what required the specification of a precise list of points for each mission, they suggested the implementation of a friendly, flexible and robust way to interact with the platform so that they could take the robot to any point of e.g. a cargo hold without the need to be an expert pilot.

In this regard, this paper describes a novel semi-autonomous aerial platform intended for the visual inspection of vessels. This robot, which has been under development within the FP7-EU INCASS project, has been devised to include the human surveyor in the position control loop so that he/she can friendly indicate the movements to be performed by the platform. Meanwhile, the control architecture autonomously takes care of attitude stabilization and XYZ speed control, as well as the activation of hovering flight (i.e. 0 speed) whenever there is no command pending to be executed. A higher control layer implements additional functionalities which are in charge of providing further assistance to the operator in the form of added autonomous functions. This includes, among others, collision prevention, avoidance of getting too far from the wall under inspection, avoidance of flying too high, etc. This shared control is implemented via a Supervised Autonomy (SA) approach [14] and making use of behavior-based control technology [15]. All the autonomous functionality is implemented on the basis of the information supplied by two optical-flow sensors and range finders at different orientations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the robotic platform and the hardware configuration; Section III details the control software architecture, including state estimation (Section III-.1), behavior-based control architecture for command generation (Section III-.2), and flight control organization (Section III-.3); Section IV discuss on the results of some experiments; and Section V concludes the paper.

II. THE ROBOTIC PLATFORM

In line with the robotic platform developed for the MINOAS project, the new micro-aerial vehicle is based on a multi-rotor configuration. The software architecture has been designed to be hosted by any of the research platforms developed by Ascending Technologies (the quadcopters Hummingbird and Pelican, and the hexacopter Firefly). These vehicles are equipped with an inertial measuring unit (IMU) that comprises a 3-axis gyroscope, a 3-axis accelerometer and a 3-axis magnetometer. Attitude stabilization control loops using the IMU data and thrust control run over an ARM7 microcontroller as part of the platform firmware. The manufacturer leaves almost free an additional secondary ARM7 microcontroller, so that higher-level control loops (e.g. a position or velocity controller) can also run onboard.

Figure 1 shows a Hummingbird platform fitted with the sensor suite intended for the inspection application. This includes two optical-flow sensors, one looking to the ground and the other pointing forward, to estimate the vehicle speed with regard to, respectively the ground and the front wall (i.e. the inspected surface). These devices are PX4Flow sensors developed within the PX4 Autopilot project [16]. They comprise a CMOS high-sensitivity imaging sensor, an ARM Cortex M4 microcontroller to compute the optical flow at 250 Hz, a 3-axis gyroscope for angular rate compensation, and a MaxBotix ultrasonic (US) sensor HRLV-EZ4, with 1 mm resolution, used to scale the optical flow to metric velocity values. The distance measured by the US sensor is an additional output supplied by the PX4Flow device.

The distances provided by both PX4Flow sensors are used together with the ranges supplied by two additional Maxbotix HRLV-EZ4 oriented to the left and to the right for obstacle detection and collision prevention. This kind of sensor provides information at 10 Hz and its detection range is up to 5 m. An additional range sensor has been installed for height estimation when flying above that distance. This is a TeraRanger One device [17] which consists in an infrared time-of-flight measurement sensor that weighs less than 20 g and can detect an obstacle at a maximum distance of 14 m.

The vehicle carries an additional processing board which avoids sending sensor data to a base station, but process them onboard and, thus, prevent communications latency inside critical control loops. This processor will be referred to as the high-level processor from now on. The configuration shown in Fig. 1 includes a Connell LP-172 Pico-ITX board featuring an Intel Atom 1.86 GHz processor and 4 GB RAM.

Finally, a flexible vision system is attached to the vehicle to collect the requested images from the vessel structures under inspection. The specific configuration of this vision system depends on the particular inspection to perform and the payload capacity of the chosen platform. For instance, the Hummingbird shown in Fig. 1 features a minimalistic configuration comprising a single forward-looking uEye UI-1221LE camera, while the Pelican-based MAV described in [12], fitted with
the same vision system, carried three cameras, oriented backward, forward and upward, to take pictures from all the relevant surfaces during the flight.

III. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

The control software architecture is based on the SA paradigm [14]. This is a human-robot framework where the platform implements a number of autonomous functions, including self-preservation and other safety-related issues, that make simpler the intended operations for the user, so that he/she, which is allowed to be within the general platform control loop, can focus in accomplishing the task at hand. Within this framework, the communication between the robot and the user is performed via qualitative instructions and explanations: the user prescribes high-level instructions to the platform while this provides instructive feedback. In our case, we use a joystick to introduce the qualitative commands and a graphical user interface to receive the robot feedback. Regarding the robot capabilities, several behaviors have been developed to provide different autonomous functions that range from platform self-preservation to the functionality specifically devised for the defect inspection task.

The architecture comprises two separate agents: the MAV and the Base Station (BS). All the state estimation algorithms as well as the control algorithms run over the different computational resources of the MAV: the main ARM7 controller runs the attitude stabilization and direct motor control firmware provided by the manufacturer [18], while the secondary ARM7 runs the height and velocity controllers that have been developed for this work. The high-level processor executes, on top of the Robot Operating System (ROS) [19] running over Linux Ubuntu, ROS nodes to estimate the velocity and height of the vehicle (i.e. the vehicle state), as well as the distances to the closest obstacles situated in front and at both sides of the platform. This processor is also in charge of executing the different behaviors that implement the higher level autonomous functionalities of the platform. These behaviors combine the user desired speed command with the available sensor data, to obtain a final and safe speed set-point that is sent to the speed controllers.

The BS, which also runs ROS over Linux Ubuntu, is linked with the MAV via a WiFi connection, through which it sends the qualitative user commands introduced by means of the joystick. The BS also runs the GUI used to supply the operator with information about the state of the platform as well as about the task in execution, e.g. the images collected via the vision system attached to the platform.

The MAV control software has been designed around open-source components and following modularity and software reutilization principles. In this way, adapting the framework for different platforms involving different payloads, or the selective activation of software modules, can be performed in a fast and reliable way. In this regard, ROS has also proved to be specially useful and, in fact, has guided the control software modularization.

Figure 2 overviews the control architecture. The different components are detailed along the next sections:
1) **State estimation:** The platform state includes the velocities along the three axes as well as the flight height. The estimation of these values is performed by the MAV state updater ROS node. It receives input from the different range and optical-flow sensors and combine them depending on their operational range. For example, when the platform is flying between 5 and 14 m height, the floor distance provided by the bottom-looking PX4Flow sensor cannot be used (since its range is limited to 5 m) so the vehicle height is estimated using the optical range sensor. A ROS node called height estimator is used to assess the change between two consecutive distance measurements and to decide whether this change is due to motion along the vertical axis or because of some discontinuity in the floor surface (e.g. the vehicle overflies a 1 m height box).

Regarding speed estimation, the MAV state updater module combines the information provided by the forward-looking and the ground-looking optical-flow sensors. The literature on aerial robots contains a number of navigation approaches based on optical flow. They mainly differ on the additional sensors that they combine to determine the vehicle speed. For instance, in [20] and [21], inertial sensors are used to estimate the scale of the optical flow and compute the metric measurements, while in [22] the authors are not interested in the optical-flow scale, but only in its direction to correct the inertial sensor drift. On the other hand, [23] and [16] combine the optical-flow sensor with an ultrasonic (US) range sensor to solve for the scale, resulting in an accurate speed estimator leading to low position drift. The drawback of this approach is that the flying height results limited to the maximum range of the US sensor (5 m in the case of the PX4Flow sensor).

In our architecture, the data provided by the two PX4Flow sensors is combined depending on the proximity to the inspected wall and to the ground. When only one of these surfaces is within the range of the corresponding sensor, the velocities over the plane that is parallel to this surface are estimated from the corresponding PX4Flow sensor, while the velocity along the perpendicular direction to that surface is estimated as the derivative of the distance provided by the range sensor included in the same PX4Flow. When both surfaces are within the scope of both PX4Flow sensors, the data available from the different sensors is combined in such a way that the velocities estimated by an optical-flow sensor are always preferred to the derivative of a range sensor. For instance, when flying in front of a vertical surface, within the scope of the forward-looking and the bottom-looking PX4Flow US sensors, the vehicle state is estimated as follows: the vertical velocity comes from the forward-looking PX4Flow sensor, while the lateral and longitudinal velocities, and the vehicle height, come all from the bottom-looking PX4Flow sensor. Table I shows the different modes for state estimation that the platform can activate depending on the operative sensors. As can be observed, there are two alarm modes (negative identifiers) that are activated when there is no reference surface available for estimating part of the state. These modes fill the missing MAV state components with values that make the vehicle descend.
2) Behavior-based command generation: The speed command is generated by the MAV behaviors ROS node combining the user desired speed with the available sensor data through a reactive control strategy. This node implements different robot behaviors that are organized in a hybrid competitive-cooperative framework [15]. More precisely, on the one hand, higher priority behaviors can overwrite the output of lower priority behaviors by means of a suppression mechanism taken from the subsumption architectural model. On the other hand, the cooperation between behaviors with the same priority level is performed through a motor schema, where all the involved behaviors supply each a motion vector, so that the final output is the weighted summation of all motion vectors. An additional flow control mechanism has been incorporated to select, according to a specific input, between the output provided by two or more behaviours, i.e. a sort of multiplexer.

Figure 3 details our behavior-based architecture, showing how the different behaviors are organized and how they contribute to the final speed command. The different behaviors are grouped depending on its purpose. For the particular case of visual inspection, we have identified a total of four general categories:

- Behaviors to accomplish the user intention. This group comprises the attenuated_go, the attenuated.inspect and the waiting_for_connectivity behaviors. attenuated_go propagates the user desired speed vector command, attenuating it towards zero in the presence of close obstacles. attenuated.inspect proceeds in the same way, but it is only activated in the so-called inspection mode. While in this mode, the vehicle moves at a constant and reduced speed (if it is not hovering) and user commands for longitudinal displacements or turning around the vertical axis are ignored. In this way, during an inspection, the platform keeps at a constant distance and orientation with regard to the front wall, for improved image capture. Finally, the waiting_for_connectivity behavior sets zero speed (i.e. hovering) when the connection with the BS is lost.

- Behaviors to ensure the platform safety within the environment. This category includes the prevent_collision behavior, which generates a repulsive vector to separate the platform from surrounding obstacles, whose magnitude increases with proximity. The joint actuation of this behavior and the attenuated.go.inspect behaviors implements the collision avoidance functionality onboard the platform. A second behavior called limit_max_height produces an attraction vector towards the ground when the vehicle is approaching its maximum flight height. A last behavior called ensure_reference_surface_detection generates suitable vectors that keep the platform close enough to at least one of the reference surfaces (the ground or the front wall), to ensure proper state estimations from the optical-flow sensors.

- Behaviors to increase the autonomy level. This category comprises the behaviors that provide higher levels of autonomy to both simplify the vehicle operation and to introduce further assistance during inspections. In the current implementation, the user can only activate one of the goAhead and inspectAhead behaviors, although this category is expected to be populated with additional autonomous functionalities if deemed effective during visual inspections. goAhead is in charge of keeping the user speed command until some obstacle is detected or a new desired speed is introduced. An analogous behavior called inspectAhead is in use when the platform is flying in inspection mode.

- Behaviors to check flight viability. This group does not contribute to the final speed command but it is in charge of ensuring the flight can start or progress at a certain moment in time. The current version includes only a behavior named low_battery_land that makes the vehicle descend and land when the battery is almost exhausted.

3) Flight control: The MAV flight control is implemented as a finite state machine that comprises five states: landed, taking off, flying, descending and landing. The transitions between the states take place when the particular conditions are met. For example, the vehicle changes from landed to taking off when the user pushes the take-off button from the joystick. Some other transitions do not depend on the user commands but on sensor data and on the vehicle state, e.g. the vehicle changes from taking off to flying when the estimated height is above a certain value (0.5 m) or after some time at a high level of motor thrust. The complete state machine is shown in Fig. 4.

Notice that the landing procedure is split into two stages: descending, which is in charge of reducing the flight height to ensure that the platform is close enough to the floor (about 0.5 m) before the platform enters the landing stage, which
Fig. 3. MAV behaviors: A groups behaviors to accomplish the user intention, B groups behaviors that ensure the platform safety within the environment, C groups behaviors that increase the autonomy level, and D groups behaviors oriented to check flight viability.

performs a deceleration ramp of the motors thrust.

When the vehicle is in the flying stage, three PID controllers are in charge of keeping the speed command in the longitudinal, lateral and vertical axes (resp. X, Y and Z axes). When the speed command in the vertical axis is zero, the vertical speed PID controller is disabled while a height PID controller activates. While in the descending stage, the vertical speed controller is in charge of the platform although the different behaviours are still active to obey user-ordered movements along the X and Y axes, prevent collisions, etc.

Fig. 4. Flight control state machine.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section reports about some of the experiments that have been carried out to check the usefulness of the control architecture for the inspection application. In a first kind of experiments, our concern has been the behaviour of the lower-level controllers, in particular what respects to the vehicle hovering capability since this manoeuvre becomes a key component within the SA approach, as this is the reaction of an aerial platform while flying and waiting for new commands. In this regard, we provide some performance results in Fig. 5. This figure plots several histograms of the speed values provided by the optical-flow sensors for the four state estimation modes (see Table I). As can be observed, all the histograms are approximately zero-centered, as expected.

In a second kind of experiments, we have evaluated the performance of the different behaviors. In a first experiment, we move the platform forward towards a wall to check how the platform behaves in a situation of imminent collision. The plot for this experiment is provided in Fig. 6. It shows how the longitudinal speed command provided by the MAV behaviors node coincides with a user command of around 0.4 m/s until the wall in front of the vehicle becomes closer than 1.5 m (instant A), moment at which the user-desired velocity is attenuated by the attenuated go behavior making the speed command decrease in accordance to the closeness of the wall. When the wall becomes closer than 1 m (instant B), which is the minimum distance allowed, the user-desired speed is completely cancelled by the prevent collision behavior, and the platform stops. Notice that the user desired speed is still around 0.4 m/s until instant C.

A second experiment, reported in Fig. 7, checks the performance of the go ahead behavior. At the beginning, the user indicates a longitudinal desired speed of 0.4 m/s and then activates the go ahead behavior (instant A). At this moment, in accordance to the behavior definition, the speed command produced by the MAV behaviors node keeps at 0.4 m/s although the user-desired speed returns to zero. This value is kept until the wall in front of the vehicle becomes closer than 1 m (instant B), when the prevent collision behavior cancels the go ahead command and stops the platform. This behavior is
Fig. 5. Histograms of estimated speeds for 1-minute hovering flights for the four state estimation modes.

Fig. 6. Performance of the attenuated Go and the prevent collision behaviors: the user-desired speed is obeyed (→A), it is attenuated (A→B) and cancelled to prevent an imminent collision (B→C) until the user-desired speed does become zero (C→). All units are in SI (m or m/s accordingly).

also in charge of producing the negative speed command that separates the platform from the wall until it is again at the safe distance (instant C).

In a third experiment, we check the performance of the limit_max_height behavior. Figure 8 shows how the vehicle ascends following the vertical user-desired speed (and the vertical speed command) until the platform reaches a height of 2.5 m (instant A), which was set as the maximum height for this experiment. From time instants A to B, the behavior prevents the platform from going higher ignoring the vertical user-desired speed until it becomes zero (instant B). Next, the platform descends since the user asks for a negative vertical speed between instants C and D.

Results for a fourth experiment are plotted in Fig 9. This case involves the waiting for connectivity behavior. At the beginning of the experiment, the user orders a negative lateral speed to move the platform to the right. During the displacement, the communication with the base station is lost (instant A), so that the user-desired speed signal is no longer available at the platform. As a consequence, the behavior takes control and makes the vehicle hover while waits for a reconnection. After 5 seconds (instant B), the communication link has not been restored and the behavior decides to make the platform land.

Figure 10 corresponds to a fifth experiment, aiming at checking the performance of the low_battery_land behavior. During
this experiment, the platform is left hovering at 1.5 m until the battery voltage becomes lower than 10 V (instant A). At this moment, the behavior takes control of the platform to make it land. As indicated in Section III-.3, the landing maneuver starts with a descending stage, to make the platform reduce its height up to 0.5 m, and finishes with the deceleration of the motors thrust (instant B).

Figure 11 describes a sixth experiment aiming at checking the performance of the ensure_reference_surface_detection behavior. The experiment starts with the platform flying at a certain distance to the front wall so that the vehicle only makes use of the ground-looking optical-flow sensor to estimate its velocity (state estimation mode 0). Within this mode, the vehicle is allowed to ascend (action 1) until the maximum distance to the ground, the reference surface, is attained (the maximum distance was set to 1.5 m for this experiment). The next ascending orders (action 2) are ignored. Next, the vehicle moves towards the front wall (action 3) until the vehicle is close enough so as to also use this wall to estimate its state (state estimation mode 1). Once the vehicle is close to the wall, it moves upwards (action 4) until the ground becomes too far for the ground-looking optical-flow sensor (2 m for this experiment) and the front wall becomes the only reference surface (state estimation mode 2). Subsequently, the user tries to turn the vehicle to the right (action 5) but this action is ignored since the right wall is too far for the front-looking optical-flow sensor. Then, the user moves the platform towards the right wall to decrease that distance (action 6) and repeats the turning action (action 7), which is now allowed. Figure 12 plots sensor data for the full operation for the longitudinal, lateral, vertical and angular speeds. Distances to the front wall/right wall/ground are shown to make evident the corresponding motion.

In a last experiment involving specific behaviors, we show the performance of the platform during a typical inspection task. The operation starts when the platform takes off and the operator makes it approach the wall under inspection; at more or less 1 m distance, the inspection mode is activated, and, hence, longitudinal motion as well as rotations in yaw are not allowed to ensure better image capture conditions. The operator next orders lateral and vertical motion commands to sweep the surface taking pictures from time to time (10 Hz). The plots of Fig. 13 illustrate the full operation for the longitudinal (top), lateral (middle) and vertical (bottom) motions. These velocities are shown at the bottom of the plots, while distances to, respectively, the front wall/left wall/ground are shown at the top in green, to make evident the corresponding motion. Notice that, when the inspection mode is enabled (between instants A and B): (1) the longitudinal user-desired speed is ignored, (2) the user only has the option of selecting hovering or motion in the vertical or lateral direction, but the speed command is set to ±0.2 m/s. The plots also show repulsive speed commands produced when the platform is below 1 m
regarding the front or left wall (see instants C, D and E).

By way of conclusion, in a third kind of experiment, we assess the platform regarding its visual inspection performance, by flying in front of defective surfaces (e.g. the previous experiment) and processing later the images collected. Figure 14 provides results for one of these experiments. For this case, the MAV was flown in front of a $2.5 \times 4$ m surface containing corroded areas while the vision system was taking pictures at 10 Hz. During the flight, the platform was operated in inspection mode in order to prevent fast movements and hence reduce the image blurring. The 87 collected images were then processed by the image mosaicing algorithm described in [24], which managed to produce the seamless composite shown in Fig. 14 (left). Finally, the mosaic was analysed by the defect detector described in [25], whose result is available in Fig. 14 (right), where a successful detection of the defective areas can be observed.

Some complementary videos are available at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuEpP8RIsBqlh4ZIDU6pC4eQ.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A Micro-Aerial Vehicle to be used for vessel visual inspection has been presented. The MAV control approach is based on the SA paradigm, and hence the user is introduced in the platform control loop. For the specific problem of visual inspection, we have proposed and fully described a behaviour-based control architecture tightly linked to the SA paradigm, including aspects such as vehicle state estimation, behavior-based command generation and flight control. Successful experimental results, regarding control architecture validity and usefulness for visual inspection, have been reported.

In comparison with a previous MAV described in [12], the use of the SA paradigm has enhanced the usability of the platform as an inspection device, making easier, faster and more flexible the inspection process (e.g. mission specification files are no longer needed). Furthermore, the new platform does not require any assumption about the vertical structure of the vessel hull (the previous platform operated over a 2D map built by means of a laser scanner and a 2D SLAM algorithm, under the assumption of vertical similarity for the operating area) since its combination of sensors and behaviors take care of the safety of the platform while obeying (as far as possible) the user commands.

As future work, we plan to integrate new autonomous functionalities to enhance the inspection process, and intensive field tests with ship surveyors in order to incorporate their feedback in the platform design and improve its usability regarding the problem at hand.
Fig. 11. Illustration of the performance of the ensure reference surface detection behavior (I): see text for the explanation. All units are in SI (m or m/s accordingly).
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Fig. 12. Illustration of the performance of the ensure_reference_surface_detection behavior (II): see text for the explanation. All units are in SI (m or m/s accordingly).


Fig. 13. Performance of the platform during an inspection task using the inspection mode (A→B). All units are in SI (m or m/s accordingly).
Fig. 14. Visual inspection performance: (left) mosaic built from images collected by the MAV [contrast tuned for visualization purposes], (right) defect detection result [darker pixels are likelier to correspond to defects].